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MEET YOUR FISHERMEN:* 

 Fishing can be a solitary endeavor. The nature of the work takes you to remote 

corners of the Alaskan seas where you won’t see another boat for days. You might make 

friends with the otters who eat your fish scraps and leftover chunks of bait, but your 

deckhand, the only other human for miles, will 

find it odd when you start talking to them 

(we’re kidding... although they are cute and 

cuddly, our fishermen don’t talk to otters, 

and certainly don’t condone feeding them!). 

Fishermen work in a confined space, often 

for extended hours, several days at a time. A 

coworker that is also a friend makes all the 

difference, changing a boss-employer dynamic 

into an enjoyable time spent working with a pal.

 Just ask fisher-fiancés Casey & Alison of 

the F/V Eileen. Before they met, Casey would fish 

like most other fishermen: with a paid deckhand or two. 

With their eyes on the clock and eagerness for the payout, 

you lose the joy of spending time at sea in the most pristine 

place on the planet. “They just couldn’t understand that 

you need to slow down to enjoy your work, the beauty of 

where you are, and to bring back fish that’s taken care of,” 

Casey remarked. 

 In contrast, fishing as equal partners with 

your significant-other is an unforgettable, intimate 

experience. Fishermen say that a summer spent fishing 

with a loved one is like being with them for a year.

CASEY DIGENNARO

ALISON SPURLOCK

*NOMENCL ATURE CHECK! FEMALE-IDENTIFYING INDIVIDUALS WHO 
FISH PREFER TO BE REFFERED TO AS “WOMEN FISHERMEN.” THE 

PLUR AL TERM “FISHERMEN” CORRECTLY REFERS TO BOTH GENDERS.  



AREN’T THEY ADOR ABLE?
THESE HAPPY DECK-MATES 

WILL BE T YING THE KNOT 
IN MAY.

  “Fishing with Alison makes the whole experience nicer. 

With your fiancé there it feels like you’re fishing in your 

backyard, fishing from home,” Casey said. “When it’s slow, 

you can pull into a bay and start a fire on the beach. You 

get to share all of the magical moments, like when you 

see some whales or catch a big king salmon, and you have 

those experiences to talk about... You don’t get that any 

other way.” 

 Having fishermen that love and take pride in what 

they do exceeds any quality standards we can impose. 

Their fish are (at the risk of sounding cliché) caught with 

love. It makes all the difference in bringing you fish that 

have been cared for since they were plucked 

from the cold Alaskan waters. Your fish were 

caught with care by these happy fishermen and were brought from their home to yours. 

“Thank our members for their support. We hope they enjoy our catch!” Alison said in 

closing... Thank you guys, and good luck to you both! 

ALISON BR ANDISHES A GORGEOUS KING



an update from

SITKA sound

SPRING IS IN THE AIR!

 Nothing is as exciting as spring in Sitka. 

While our winters are mild compared to the 

Midwestern freeze, the return of willife to 

Sitka Sound -- not the release from winter’s 

cold grip -- makes spring here tantalizing. 

Born on the back of a warm spring breeze 

or an agreeable ocean current, local life-

forms rejoice as Pacific herring return to 

the Sound and proliferate. 

Herring are the harbinger of spring, and 

have an important role in the local food-web. They convert plankton biomass into protein for 

marine & terrestrial life. We call the start of spring “herring season” here, and when these 

little, silvery forage fish return to spawn, they bring a barrage of wildlife: sea lions; king 

salmon; eagles; seabirds; seals; and of course, whales. Humpback whales crowd our waters in 

impossible numbers to feast on the herring bounty. Diving deep and hunting cohesively like a 

wolf-pack, the gigantic creatures blow circular bubbles around schools of herring. This makes a 

bubble “net” that surrounds and confuses them, and they instinctively form a tight ball.

SEALS LOVE FEASTING ON HERRINGSPRING BRINGS SEA LIONS OUT TO PL AY



an update from

SITKA sound
S I T K A ,  A K

WHERE IS SITKA? A CLOSER LOOK:

S I T K A  S O U N D

HERRING RETURN TO SITKA SOUND!

Then, the whales 

strike, filling their 

bellies by 

rocketing up through 

the school, gaping 

mouth pointed skwards, 

engulfing entire schools of 

the tiny fish. 

 In the spring, our waters froth 

and turn turquoise when the herring spawn. 

Herring eggs are a centuries-old staple for Native 

Alaskans. Fishing families harvest the fish 

themselves, seaweed coated in herring eggs, and 

lay hemlock branches underwater to collect them. 

The herring return is a breath of new life for wild 

creatures and the local economy alike, a sign of the 

summer bounty to come for fishermen. 

HERRING EGGS ARE HARVESTED BY THE MILLIONS

SEALS LOVE FEASTING ON HERRING

N

HUMPBACK WHALES EAT THEIR FILL TOO! 
THE RETURN OF THE HERRING IS A 

BLESSING FOR ALL LIFE IN THE SOUND



the f/v eileen
HISTORY, TR ADITION, CULTURE:

 When we caught up with Casey, he was eager to tell us about his second love, 

his fishing vessel the F/V Eileen. He’s been remodeling it for years, and its story is a 

fascinating testament to the cultural significance that boats have in fishing 

communities and a perfect example of their rich history. 

 The boats that our fishermen use are often old crafts that have been passed 

down among fishermen for generations. 

Each owner leaves their mark on them in 

accordance with their fishing style and the 

fishing customs of the time. Fisherman have 

a deep connection to their fishing vessel 

because they are a means for income, a 

mobile home, vehicle, and in an abstract 

sense, a companion. Their history cannot be 

separated from the history of commercial 

fishermen. It’s no wonder they take great 

pride in naming and building-up of their 

crafts.   

 The F/V Eileen is a famous boat built 

in the fishing community of Newport, Oregon. 

A wealthy fisherman named Harry Olson 

had it commissioned. It was made out of old-

growth wood that no longer even grows. THE F/V EILEEN WENT FOR IT’S 
MAIDEN VOYAGE IN 1935

IT STILL ROCKS ON THE SEAS 
83 YEARS L ATER

FROM OLD-TIME CR ABBER TO MODERN HOOK-AND-
LINE TROLLER, EACH OWNER HAS LEFT THEIR UNIQUE 

MARK ON THIS STORIED VESSEL



THE F/V EILEEN WENT FOR IT’S 
MAIDEN VOYAGE IN 1935

IT STILL ROCKS ON THE SEAS 
83 YEARS L ATER

Olson was a crabber, so he built it with an 

elevated helm and large deck, which was perfect 

holding crab pots and for surveying the buoys 

that marked them.   

 The Eileen was sold in the 50’s and then again 

in ‘74. It was a commercial fishing boat until 1990 

when its owner became gravely ill. Unable to fish, 

he parked the boat in the Newport harbor where 

an electrical mishap burnt down the entire 

wheelhouse (the helm or “cockpit” of the boat). 

In a state of disrepair, the decrepit craft was bestowed upon the owners of the local 

shipyard. This could have been the end of the 

Eileen, but as good fortune would have it, the 

craft was restored by the shipwrights. Now, all 

it needed was a fisherman to fall in love with it. 

That fisherman was Casey.    

 Casey bought the F/V Eileen in 2014. His 

additions have rocked her into the 21st century. 

Fit with state-of-the-art instrumentation and 

cold-tank, few boats catch & care for fish like it. 

A one-thousand-gallon slush tank holds Casey’s 

catch, retrieved by a submerged “elevator” that 

lifts it to the surface without nets that could 

compromise the fish’s quality. 

 

 

 

 The story of the Eileen is important to 

share because it’s a metaphor for the 

struggle that small-boat fishermen face in 

modern times. Much like how the shipwrights 

of Newport and one thoughtful fisherman gave 

new life to a storied craft, our age-old fishing 

practices have their niche thanks to people 

like you: people who appreciate the difference 

small-boats make, the livelihoods they support, 

and the power of the history behind them. 

 

THE SHIPWRIGHTS OF NEWPORT REPLACED 
EVERY RUSTED NAIL IN THE HULL OF THE 
BOAT,  STRIPPED OFF THE BURNT TIMBER, 

REBUILDING THE ENTIRE SHELL WITH 
LOCAL WOOD SELECTED JUST FOR IT

CASEY PROUDLY SHOWING OFF HIS 
RENOVATED ARTIFACT OF FISHING 

HISTORY, READY TO CATCH YOUR FISH!

THE ELEVATED WHEELHOUSE IS CHAR ACTERISTIC OF PRE-R ADAR ER A FISHING BOATS



AN homage to THE 
Oncorhynchus

CHRONICLe
 Six years ago, we launched this company 
and began educating & entertaining you all with 
our trusty newsletter, the Oncorhynchus Chronicle 
(Onchorhynchus being a genus in the Salmonidae 
family, more commonly known as Pacific salmon). We
loved the ol’ Chronicle, but felt that this year we were 
due for a change. Our new newsletter, The Catch, 

comes with a fresh new look, but 
maintains the same focus we always 
had on quality, thoughtfulness, and 
informative content for members to enjoy. 

 We’re looking forward to another year of 
bringing you closer to the shores of SE Alaska 
with stories about our fishermen, the places in 
which the work and play, and of course, with 
their premium, wild Alaskan catch. 

Thanks for coming aboard for the ride!

Drop us a line or follow our adventures:

Recipes and more at:
SitkaSalmonShares.com

/SitkaSalmonShares @SitkaSalmonShares @SitkaShares


